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            Abstract
The world is full of surfaces, and by looking at them we can judge their material qualities. Properties such as colour or glossiness can help us decide whether a pancake is cooked, or a patch of pavement is icy. Most studies of surface appearance have emphasized textureless matte surfaces1,2,3, but real-world surfaces, which may have gloss and complex mesostructure, are now receiving increased attention4,5,6,7. Their appearance results from a complex interplay of illumination, reflectance and surface geometry, which are difficult to tease apart given an image. If there were simple image statistics that were diagnostic of surface properties it would be sensible to use them8,9,10,11. Here we show that the skewness of the luminance histogram and the skewness of sub-band filter outputs are correlated with surface gloss and inversely correlated with surface albedo (diffuse reflectance). We find evidence that human observers use skewness, or a similar measure of histogram asymmetry, in making judgements about surfaces. When the image of a surface has positively skewed statistics, it tends to appear darker and glossier than a similar surface with lower skewness, and this is true whether the skewness is inherent to the original image or is introduced by digital manipulation. We also find a visual after-effect based on skewness: adaptation to patterns with skewed statistics can alter the apparent lightness and glossiness of surfaces that are subsequently viewed. We suggest that there are neural mechanisms sensitive to skewed statistics, and that their outputs can be used in estimating surface properties.
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                    Figure 1: 
                        These two synthetic images of Michelangeloâ€™s St Matthew sculpture have the same mean luminance.
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Figure 2: 
                        Perceived lightness and glossiness may be based on the skewness of the luminance histograms.
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Figure 3: 
                        A proposed neural mechanism for encoding the sub-band skewness by early visual units.
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Figure 4: 
                        After-effects of perceived lightness and glossiness.
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        Editorial Summary
Texture is skin deep
We can easily tell whether an object is made of pewter or plaster, or whether wood is unfinished or polished, by observing the light/dark and shiny/matt qualities of the surface. This involves a chicken-and-egg problem. To infer reflective qualities of a three-dimensional surface, we need detailed information about the shape and the illumination, but inferring each of these components requires knowledge of the others. Motoyoshi et al. have cracked the code, and in doing so they give pointers that could be useful to developers of robotic vision systems and to computer animators creating realistic scenes. The key is some simple image statistics: our perception of glossiness is determined by the amount of positive skew in the distribution of the luminance values in an image. 
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